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Consideration of Magnetically-Induced and Conservative
Electric Fields Within a Loaded Gradient Coil
Weihua Mao,1 Blaine A. Chronik,2 Rebecca E. Feldman,3 Michael B. Smith,1 and
Christopher M. Collins1*
We present a method to calculate the electric (E)-ﬁelds within
and surrounding a human body in a gradient coil, including
E-ﬁelds induced by the changing magnetic ﬁelds and “conservative” E-ﬁelds originating with the scalar electrical potential in
the coil windings. In agreement with previous numerical calculations, it is shown that magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds within the
human body show no real concentration near the surface of the
body, where nerve stimulation most often occurs. Both the
magnetically-induced and conservative E-ﬁelds are shown to
be considerably stronger just outside the human body than
inside it, and under some circumstances the conservative Eﬁelds just outside the body can be much larger than the magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds there. The order of gradient winding
and the presence of conductive RF shield can greatly affect the
conservative E-ﬁeld distribution in these cases. Though the
E-ﬁelds against the outer surface of the body are not commonly
considered, understanding gradient E-ﬁelds may be important
for reasons other than peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS), such
as potential interaction with electrical equipment. Magn Reson Med 55:1424 –1432, 2006. © 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

inductance of the gradient winding. To create the voltage
drop and drive the current, a voltage of up to thousands of
volts is applied to the coil windings. The scalar potential is
then a function of position along the winding, which is the
source of a “conservative” E-ﬁeld throughout space.
Here we present a numerical method to calculate the
scalar potential along the gradient coil windings and the
resulting conservative E-ﬁeld within and surrounding a
human body in a gradient coil. We compare these ﬁelds
with those induced by the time-varying magnetic ﬁeld of
the same coil, and examine the effects of the order of
winding the quadrants and the presence of a passive RF
shield on the conservative E-ﬁeld. Finally, we discuss the
possibility that these ﬁelds are important for PNS.

Key words: calculations; gradient coil; electric ﬁelds; peripheral
nerve stimulation; scalar potential

A digital voxel-based model of a human male body was
obtained from the products of procedures performed in
previous studies (21). The model has a resolution of 5 mm
and 836,518 voxels in total. Each voxel was treated as a
homogeneous conductor with a uniform conductivity corresponding to the tissue at its location and the permittivity
of free space.
An unshielded single-axis (x-axis) gradient coil was designed using constrained length/minimum inductance
methods (22). The coil had a radius of 0.4 m and a length
of 1.2 m. The coil inductance was calculated to be 209 H.
The gradient efﬁciency was 0.046 mT/m/A. The imaging
ﬁeld of view (FOV, diameter of the sphere over which
gradient uniformity is better than 30%) for the coil was
40 cm. The ﬁgure of merit for the coil (22) was calculated
to be 0.23, which is a typical value for central imagingregion whole-body gradient coils. The coil had a total
length of 80.6 m of wire wound into four quadrants with
10 loops each. The wire was divided into 3652 segments,
and each segment could be treated as a short straight
current element. Figure 1 gives a side view of the gradient
coil quadrants, which are identiﬁed as A, B, C, and D for
reference in this work.
Four different RF shields were modeled, including a
long continuous cylinder, a short continuous cylinder, a
long cylinder with eight complete longitudinal slits to
inhibit formation of eddy currents, and a short cylinder
with eight such slits. All of the RF shields had a radius of
0.35 m. The longer shield had a length equal to that of the
gradient coil (1.2 m), while the shorter shield had a length
equal to half that of the gradient coil (60 cm).
The quasistatic approximation was applied in these calculations. This is equivalent to ignoring the effects of 1)
wavelength, 2) skin depth, and 3) tissue permittivity. Al-

With the growing realization of the signiﬁcance of peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS) as a limiting factor in the
development and application of MRI (1–9), increasing attention has been devoted to estimating electrical (E)-ﬁelds
induced by time-varying magnetic ﬁelds generated by gradient coils (10 –20). Theoretically, the E-ﬁeld is due not
only to time-varying magnetic ﬁelds (or magnetic vector
potential), but also to the electric charge distribution or
scalar potential. It was previously shown that the ﬁeld due
to the scalar potential throughout the body is of critical
importance for calculating the E-ﬁeld distribution in
loaded gradient coils (10,11). Another source of E-ﬁelds in
gradient coils that has not yet been formally considered is
the scalar potential on the windings of the coil.
To create rapid current changes in gradient coils, a very
strong electromotive force is required to overcome the
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Gradient Coil Model and Human Body Model
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Calculation of the Source Scalar Potential
The second primary source of E-ﬁelds within gradient
coils is the voltage distribution along the wire windings
required to drive the necessarily large currents in the presence of the large coil inductance. The total inductance L of
each segment m was determined after the Neumann formula was used to calculate the inductance between it and
all other segments n:
Lm ⫽

0
4

冘

n⫽1:N
n⫽m

l m 䡠 ln
rmn

[3]

where l is a vector containing information on segment
length and current direction for elements m and n, and rmn
is the distance between the segments. Here it is assumed
that all elements carry unit current (1A). The scalar potential along the wire was calculated so as to produce the
voltage drops necessary to drive the desired current in the
presence of the resulting inductance pattern and ignoring
the resistance of the wire:
dI
d m ⫽ L m
dt

FIG. 1. The x-axis gradient winding pattern. The different winding
quadrants are labeled A–D.

though the last element of the quasistatic approximation is
the least accurate for this application, it has been shown
that it is sufﬁciently accurate for these calculations (15,16).

There are two major primary sources of E-ﬁelds in gradient
coils. The ﬁrst, the time-varying vector potential (A) or
magnetic ﬁeld (B ⫽ ⵜ ⫻ A), is the one most often considered in calculations regarding PNS. Here we will refer to
the E-ﬁeld induced directly by the time-varying A as EA:
A
t

where dm is the potential drop across segment m, and
dI/dt is the desired rate of change in the current. During
gradient switching the resistance of the wire is negligible
compared to the inductive impedance. One can calculate
the relative distribution of  throughout the wire, w, after
deﬁning the location of the driving voltage and insisting
that w be continuous elsewhere along the wire. The resulting w is then held constant as the scalar potential
within the coil volume is calculated using the methods
described below.
Scalar Potential in Passive Conductors

Calculation of Source Magnetic Field

EA ⫽ ⫺

[1]

Both of the primary sources of E-ﬁelds induce currents
and/or redistribution of charges in passive conductors,
including the human body. These redistributed charges
can then be seen as a secondary source of E-ﬁelds. The
electric charge density and scalar potential in a conductor
are restricted by two conditions. First of all, the system is
treated as quasistatic, or the current is continuous everywhere in the conductor as expressed in the continuity
equation:

Here A was calculated throughout space directly from
gradient coil current (I) as
A共r兲 ⫽

0
4

冘
N

In ln
|r ⫺ r⬘n |

[4]

[2]

where r is a vector indicating spatial location, 0 is the
magnetic permeability of free space, the summation is
performed over all N segments of the coil, ln is a vector
indicating the length and orientation of the nth segment,
and rⴕn is a vector indicating the position of the nth segment.

ⵜ䡠J⫽0

[5]

According to Ohm’s law, current density J is determined
by its conductivity  and corresponding E-ﬁeld:
J i,j,k ⫽ i,j,k Ei,j,k

[6]

where i,j,k indicate grid positions and in general
E⫽ ⫺

A
⫺ ⵜ ⫽ EA ⫺ ⵜ
t

[7]
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To obtain high accuracy, the location of E-ﬁeld is shifted
by half a cell from that of scalar potential in a cubic grid
with a cell size of ⌬ in discretization of Eq. [7]. Because the
scalar potential of the cube is approximately equal to the
scalar potential in the center of the cell, the calculated
E-ﬁeld should be close to the E-ﬁeld on the boundary
between cubes, or at the face center of each cube.
Consequently, Eq. [5] is discretized to
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The x components of current density are calculated as
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and other components are calculated similarly. EAx, EAy,
and EAz are three orthogonal components of EA in Cartesian coordinates.
Replacing current density components, the scalar potential can be calculated iteratively as
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which can be shown to be equivalent to previously reported formulations (13).
Equation [11] indicates that the scalar potential at one
location within the conductor depends on the scalar potential distribution and source magnetic ﬁeld at neighboring locations, unless that neighboring location is in a material with no conductivity. It is interesting that the scalar
potential at any location outside the conductor does not
contribute to the scalar potential distribution within the
conductor. This implies that the conductor’s internal scalar potential distribution is independent of external  and
EA. If the conductor scalar potential distribution is ﬂoating
and is changed uniformly by some value, it still satisﬁes
Eq. [11]. This can be understood by considering the accumulation of charges on the outer surface of the conductor,
which serve to shield the interior of the conductor from
external ﬁelds. In fact, the external scalar potential distribution will affect the electrical charge distribution on the
conductor surface signiﬁcantly.
To determine the scalar potential level of the passive
conductor relative to external values, a second restriction
that the human body should have zero net charge is imposed. This is equivalent to the situation for a human
subject undergoing MRI, during which the subject is usually not grounded. The scalar potential satisﬁes the Poisson equation:

[11]

in the cubic grid with a cell size of ⌬, so that the total net
charge is calculated as
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[14]

Zero-net-charge (Q ⫽ 0) is enforced by iteratively shifting the
conductor scalar potential proportionally to the total net
charge calculated in the previous step. This step is not performed for other passive conductors (i.e., RF shield or RF
shield segments) because they are assumed to be grounded.
Scalar Potential in Free Space
In free space where  ⫽ 0, Eq. [12] becomes a Laplace
equation and can be calculated by an iterative relaxation
method in a cubic grid. This method iteratively uses the
simple average of the scalar potentials of the six nearest
neighbors at each point in space, while holding  at the
source (within the wires) constant:
i⫺1,j,k
 i,j,k
⫹  ni⫹1,j,k ⫹  ni,j⫺1,k ⫹  i,j⫹1,k
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n
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ⵜ 2 ⫽ ⫺
ε

where  is the charge density, and ⑀ is the electric permittivity. This can be discretized as
⫺

 i,j,k
⫽ ⵜ 2 i,j,k ⬇ 共 i⫺1,j,k ⫹  i⫹1,j,k ⫹  i,j⫺1,k ⫹  i,j⫹1,k
ε
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⫼6
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兲

[15]

Here the superscript indicates the grid location, and the
subscript indicates the iteration order.
Calculation Order

[13]

Generally, four steps are needed to calculate the complete
scalar potential distribution:
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FIG. 2. Bz distribution on orthogonal planes
through the center of the x-axis gradient
coil. The scale is in Tesla/MA.

1. Calculate the A and EA distributions directly from the
gradient coil current (Eqs. [1] and [2]). EA will be used as
constant ﬁeld in later calculations.
2. Calculate the inductance of each gradient coil wire
ﬁlament directly from the gradient coil current (Eq. [3])
and determine the scalar potential distribution along the
gradient coil wire w, which will also be held constant
throughout the remaining steps (Eqs. [3] and [4]).
3. Iteratively calculate the scalar potential distribution
within the conductors from EA (sample and RF shield)
independently (Eq. [11]).
4. Iteratively calculate the scalar potential distribution
in surrounding free space (Eq. 15) and shift the conductor
scalar potential distribution in the sample (assume the
shield is grounded) to maintain zero-net-charge (Eq. [14]).
Note that at this stage the scalar potential in free space will
be affected not only by w, but also by  in all conductors.
Typically, the conductor scalar potential distribution
converges in less than 100000 iterations. Once the scalar
potential distribution is known, the E-ﬁeld is calculated by
Eq. [7].
The magnetic ﬁeld strength throughout the coil was calculated using the Biot-Savart law and the same discretized wire
pattern used above. The scalar potential, vector potential,
and total E-ﬁelds are proportional to the slew rate. All calculations are for a slew rate of 46 T/m/s, resulting from a
current change of 1 MA/s in the complete coil. This is equivalent to driving the coil with 209 V. Calculations were performed on an 181 ⫻ 181 ⫻ 501 grid with a 5-mm resolution.
Calculations were performed for cases considering only EA as
a source, and considering both w and EA with and without
gradient shield windings, in the presence of grounded RF
shields of different geometries, and different orders of gradient coil winding. In all cases the human body model was
positioned such that its center was aligned with the center of
the coil. The outer boundary condition of  ⫽ 0 was applied.
This is a reasonable ﬁrst approximation because the gradient
coils and human body are surrounded by a grounded metallic magnet casing.

RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the distribution of Bz for the coil model as
calculated with the Biot-Savart law. The gradient at the
center of the coil is primarily in the left–right (x) direction
on the xz (coronal) plane, as expected for an x-axis gradient coil. Figure 3 illustrates magnetically-induced E-ﬁeld
EA in the empty and loaded gradient coils. The E-ﬁeld
strength reaches a few V/m in the imaging region with a
current increase rate of 1 MA/s. This corresponds to the
calculations performed in most previous studies, ignoring
the scalar potential in the coil windings and the resulting
conservative E-ﬁelds. The total E-ﬁeld throughout the
empty and loaded coils, including the effects of the scalar
potential on the wires w, is shown in Fig. 4. The color
scale is very different because the ﬁeld maxima are approximately 100 times larger than when the effects of w
are not considered. In the loaded case the strongest E-ﬁeld
exists around the right upper arm of the model (close to
quadrant A). This is because in this conﬁguration the
driving voltage is high at the beginning of windings for
quadrant A, and is zero at the end of windings for quadrant
D. Figure 5 presents the effects of changing the quadrant
order on the E-ﬁeld. The effects of different grounded RF
shields are compared in Fig. 6.
DISCUSSION
Comparative Nature of Magnetically-Induced and
Conservative E-Fields
In the simple case considered in these calculations, it is
shown that both the vector potential A produced by the
currents in the gradient coil, and the scalar potential along its
wire, w, can produce E-ﬁelds throughout the volume of the
gradient coil. In the empty coil the conservative ﬁelds (whose
primary source is in w) can be much stronger than the
magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds (whose primary source is in
dA/dt). In the presence of a conductive sample, such as the
human body, both the conservative and magnetically-in-
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FIG. 3. Magnetically-induced E-ﬁeld in the
empty gradient coil (top) and the loaded
gradient coil (bottom) due to the time-varying magnetic ﬁeld. The dI/dt through the coil
is 1 MA/s. The scale is in V/m.

duced E-ﬁelds induce electric currents that result partially in
an accumulation of charges at boundaries between materials
of differing conductivity and thus alters the scalar potential
distribution and E-ﬁeld distribution throughout the coil volume. These currents can be thought of as two different types:
brief noncirculating currents that result in accumulation of
charge at an outer boundary of the conductor that opposes
and quickly negates the E-ﬁeld inducing the current, and
longer-lived circulating currents related to E-ﬁelds with nonzero curl components.
Applied E-ﬁelds that have a nonzero curl component
can induce currents that circulate within the body without
being terminated by a boundary with air. Magneticallyinduced E-ﬁelds can have a nonzero curl component in the
body, whereas conservative E-ﬁelds, which are induced by
w, can not because these ﬁelds are the result of ⵜ . Thus,
a portion of the E-ﬁelds induced by dA/dt can penetrate

the body, while those induced by w and another, noncirculating portion produced by dA/dt will be shielded from
the body by charges accumulating at the surface. As a
result, while the E-ﬁelds surrounding the body generally
must be calculated considering the sources in dA/dt, w,
and  in the passive conductors and body, the E-ﬁelds
within the body generally can be calculated without considering w or  in conductors outside the body.
In the calculations presented here (Fig. 3) and elsewhere (13,17–20), the magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds and
currents within the body are very heterogeneous, and
discontinuities related to internal anatomy are clearly
apparent. Electrical currents ﬂowing across boundaries
between tissues with dissimilar conductivities result in
some charge accumulation at these boundaries, such
that current and E-ﬁeld distributions are dependent on
internal anatomy.

Gradient Electric Field Calculations
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FIG. 4. Total E-ﬁeld distribution (magnetically-induced plus conservative E-ﬁelds)
within the empty (top) and loaded (bottom)
x-axis gradient coil. The coil is being driven
at 1 MA/s and the E-ﬁelds are shown in units
of V/m. As expected, the conservative contributions do not penetrate the body as do
the magnetically-induced contributions.

In Fig. 4 there are notable E-ﬁelds near the head and feet of
the human subject, though these parts of the body are relatively far away from the coil. This is because in these simulations the scalar potential of the entire body is allowed to
drift in the positive direction relative to ground (in the direction of w), and a gradient in scalar potential toward the
zero-potential boundary, or grounded metallic magnet casing, results in this E-ﬁeld. The magnitude of this ﬁeld in these
regions is reduced with the presence of an RF shield (Fig. 6)
because the coupling between the coil and the body is reduced and the scalar potential of the body remains closer to
ground potential (its assumed initial starting point).
Figure 5 compares the E-ﬁelds resulting from different
quadrant driving orders. The scalar potential distribution
was reorganized because it highly depends on the winding
order, while the winding order has no effect on magnetic
ﬁeld or vector potential.
Figure 6 illustrates that a long continuous RF shield can
screen most of the conservative E-ﬁeld. This acts as a

Faraday cage to shield out the effects of the conservative
E-ﬁeld. A short continuous RF shield can partly affect the
conservative E-ﬁeld distribution within the length of the
shield, but the effect is not straightforward because the
shield is grounded, and the potential of the body will
become nonzero due to coupling to the gradient coil. Calculations for shields segmented with longitudinal slits
showed that they largely screen the conservative E-ﬁelds,
although ideally they would have no effect on B or A.
Thus, in these calculations, it appears that the strength of
the conservative E-ﬁelds can be reduced below those of the
magnetically-induced ﬁelds if a long RF shield is present.
Often such a shield is present between the body gradient
and the subject because of the presence of a body volume
RF coil; however, the length of such a shield is not standard and can make a signiﬁcant difference (Fig. 6). In head
and limb gradient coils the presence of such a shield or
effective Faraday cage more likely depends on the RF coil
chosen for a given experiment.
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FIG. 5. Total E-ﬁeld distribution on the xz plane
with different quadrant driving orders, as indicated
above each plot. The driving voltage is high (positive) at the beginning of the winding, and zero at
the end. The quadrants are as in Fig. 1 (quadrant A:
upper left; quadrant B: upper right; quadrant C:
lower right; quadrant D: lower left; where right and
left are deﬁned from the reader’s perspective). The
scale is in V/m.

Limitations of the Presented Conservative E-Field
Calculations
Because of the simple coil geometry considered, the results of the calculations of conservative E-ﬁelds presented
here have very limited applicability to real gradient coils.
As shown in Fig. 6, the presence of a grounded passive RF
shield can effectively shield the imaging region from the

FIG. 6. Total E-ﬁeld distribution on the xz
plane with different RF shields. The scale is
in V/m.

conservative E-ﬁelds, provided that the shield is long
enough. Besides an RF shield, other conductors between a
gradient coil and the sample will effectively shield the
sample from the conservative E-ﬁelds. In a realistic imaging environment this will ensure that only the conservative E-ﬁelds from the innermost gradient windings will
have signiﬁcant magnitude in the imaging region, and
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indicates that even the conservative E-ﬁelds from these
innermost windings will be greatly altered or reduced if
sufﬁciently long RF shields, shim coils, conductive coolant tubing, or other conductors exist between the gradient
coils and the sample. Thus the conservative E-ﬁelds presented in Figs. 4 and 5 can be considered realistic only for
a worst-case scenario in which there are no additional
conductors between the innermost gradient windings and
the subject.
Calculated E-Fields and PNS
There are many practical considerations involved with,
and common-sense arguments against the proposition that
conservative E-ﬁelds may play a major role in PNS for
MRI. First, in the presence of a sufﬁciently long RF shield
between the gradient coils and the subject, conservative
E-ﬁelds from the gradient coil should be well shielded
from the imaging region. In the case in which no sufﬁciently large conductors exist between the gradient windings and the subject, the conservative E-ﬁelds from the
innermost windings would be expected to be much stronger than those from windings further outside (due to
shielding effects of the innermost windings), and no observations of PNS being most easily induced from the
innermost windings have been made. Due to the nature of
the conservative E-ﬁelds as discussed above (or sometimes
argued by considering the capacitance between the coil
and the subject), they will induce no electrical currents of
signiﬁcant magnitude or duration within the subject. Furthermore, while human perception of conservative E-ﬁelds
at power frequencies (50 – 60 Hz)— even to the point of
being intolerable—was previously reported (23), it was
attributed to the induced motion of hair or clothing. This
makes it difﬁcult to explain the symptom of involuntary
muscle twitches often experienced in MRI as being produced by conservative E-ﬁelds.
Previous numerical calculations that examined only the
magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds within the body often
showed no real tendency for E-ﬁelds to be concentrated
near the periphery of the body (13,17–19), although it is
known from experiments that nerve stimulation generally
occurs there. This is apparent in the lower portion of Fig.
3: the magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds just outside the body
may be sizable, but within the body they are fairly well
distributed throughout, and stronger E-ﬁelds are more apparent near boundaries of dissimilar conductivities deep
within the body than near the surface of the body. This
raises the question of whether the E-ﬁelds against the
outside of the surface of the body should be considered as
a source for PNS, since they generally (for either magnetically-induced or conservative E-ﬁelds, as in Figs. 3 and 4)
are much larger than those just inside the surface. If it is
possible that the ﬁelds just on the outer surface of the skin
are important, then in cases with no signiﬁcant shielding
between the gradient coil and the subject, the conservative
E-ﬁelds caused by w on the innermost gradient windings
could also be important, since they can produce very large
E-ﬁelds at the outer surface of the skin. In calculations, the
surface between the air and the conductive subject is theoretical and inﬁnitesimally thin. In reality, it is somewhere
just inside the body, and sensory nerve endings can be
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within tens of microns from the dry stratum corneum and
external air, depending on the location in the body. However, tens of microns may still be very large in terms of the
thickness required for accumulation of a layer of charges to
shield tissues from external ﬁelds. PNS in MRI also occurs
in motor neurons toward the periphery of the body, which
are generally farther still from the boundary with the dry
stratum corneum.
It was previously proposed that the brief “ﬂush” of
charges toward the surface of the body resulting in partial
shielding of the magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds may be responsible for PNS (24). If this is the case, perhaps the
conservative E-ﬁelds caused by w on the innermost windings should be reconsidered in the absence of signiﬁcant
shielding between the gradient coil and the subject, since
these ﬁelds can potentially produce a larger ﬂush of current resulting in greater charge accumulation at the surface. Also, some works have proposed spatial gradients in
the E-ﬁeld (rather than E-ﬁeld or current magnitudes) as
being the source of PNS (13). The single largest E-ﬁeld
gradient in the body would be that in skin adjacent to air,
across the accumulated charges. The question again becomes one of how thick this boundary is in reality, and
where the nerves are with respect to it.
A possible contribution of the magnetically-induced or
conservative E-ﬁelds against the outer surface of the body
in numerical calculations may also help to explain the lack
of correlation between results of PNS experiments and
existing theories related to the vector potential (9).
While it is generally held that conservative and magnetically-induced E-ﬁelds against the outer surface of the
body, regardless of how large they are, are incapable of
inducing PNS (except by motion of hair or clothing in
some cases), the experiments that support this notion were
generally conducted at a much lower frequency than that
used for gradient coils in MRI. Because the sensitivity of
nerves to applied E-ﬁelds is very much a function of the
waveform of the applied ﬁelds (3), a reexamination of this
with experiments using MRI-speciﬁc hardware and waveforms may be warranted.
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